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Furniture rental & staging
… to bring your property to life.

design | styling | detail

Life Styling offers a flexible approach to staging your home for sale,
from individual room dressing to whole house interior design & furnishing.

When selling your house in a competitive
market your property needs to be inviting
and stand out among the competition
in order to sell quickly and maximise
its market value. Life Styling’s furniture
rental and staging service provides a
high quality finish to your home without
the costs and hassle of buying and
installing new furniture. Furnishing the
property allows prospective buyers to
understand room layout and size whilst
highlighting the building’s features and
adding character to the shell.

Working with private individuals,
local developers and builders, Life
Styling combines our interior design
skills with furniture rental to ensure
your property is completed to the
highest standard.
Our designers will work with you to
choose finishes that make the most of
the architectural features including floor,
wall and window treatments. We furnish
keeping potential buyers in mind, with
a classic style in neutral tones, adding
charming accessories to bring the
property to life.

Life worked efficiently to transform
the layout and style of my home into a
house that would appeal to a broad market.
Their choice of furniture and accessories was
perfect for a difficult space and by investing
a small amount I quickly achieved the asking
price on my home.  
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CASE STUDY 1

Life’s colour scheme and dressing has completely overhauled our company
style and provided us with a portfolio library for our website and marketing.
Their insight into how furniture can enhance a space has allowed
us to improve the room layouts for our future developments.
The team from Life turned our show house into a very
desirable home which achieved way over the
previous highest price for the road.

A local developer approached
us to help with the finish and
styling of a new build family home. From
advice on floor, window and wall treatments
to developing a tonal colour scheme which
complemented the style of the house, we moved
on to choose furniture and accessories to dress
the house, maximising the potential of the space.
The client launched the house onto the market and
quickly received their first offer, allowing them to
begin their next development.
CASE STUDY 2
Last Autumn we were asked to help with a house
in central Henley which was struggling to sell. The
period property had received many viewings but no
offers. The house had been modernised to a good
standard however the layout was confusing and the
furniture did not fit the property.
Our team advised the client on an improved layout
and changed key pieces of furniture in order that
buyers could see the true potential. Once the styling
was complete the property was re-launched to the
market and received an asking price offer within
2 weeks; a record price for the location.

Anne Robertson, Greyswood Individual Homes
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Please contact us for a free no
obligation styling consultation.
Sue Beales and Karen D’Arcy
Life at Nettlebed
Church Hall | High Street
Nettlebed | RG9 5DA
Tel: 01491 642062
E: contact@lifeatnettlebed.co.uk
www.lifeatnettlebed.co.uk

